
Friday 13th January 2023 

Important Dates 

17.01.23 Year 4 online safety talk 

19.01.23  Special menu day 

30.1.23 and 31.01.23 Year 2            

Geography Trip- Gordon Brown   

Centre 

Right start : Bright Future 

Message from the Headteacher 

The internet has many benefits but there are some possible safeguarding issues for young   

children.  Please visit the National Online Safety website for monthly updates and parental  

courses on how to keep your children safe online. www.nationalonlinesafety.com 

The monthly update is a 20 minute video and the Introduction to online safety for parents of         

children aged 4-7 and 7-11 are really useful.  

The children are being asked to bring their reading book bags in everyday in the infants and 

will have a Monster Phonic book, scheme book and library book each week. We continue to 

set purple book tasks and these will be set weekly in the infants as usual.   

We have awarded children who have achieved 1000, 500, 365, 250, 100 and 50 day streaks on 

the  Doodle homework platform  in assembly this week.  

Please  contact the school office if you are eligible for free school meals and you will receive 

£15 vouchers per child per week in the school holidays. 

  

 

Skye Cam  

 



Nursery Weekly News         Friday 13th  January 2023 

What have we been up to this week? 

This week the children have been reading the story of the Billy Goats Gruff. They 

have used puppets and masks to act out the story and been using their voices to 

be the mean Troll. They have also been working on their scissor skills to make 

green grass for the goats.  

The children have been introduced to Monster Phonics and been learning the 

songs that go with each of the monsters– they have really enjoyed this. 

They have been busy keeping active by joining in with the Billy Goats yoga– we 

have some very flexible children in our Nursery  

At the art table the children have been painting ‘Black cats’ for our Monster  

phonics and they have done some excellent work. 

 

  

 

Merits this week 

 

Laura for some lovely mark making on the writing table  

Gurfateh for settling in so well in the nursery  

Eva for settling in well in to nursery  

Emily for lovely mark making  at the writing table 

Ameen for lovely cutting skills 

Asrah for doing a lovely painting of a cat  

Amber for great communication at the playdough table  

Hareem for lovely cutting skills 

Maia for becoming confident when talking in English 

Kabir for joining in with Billy Goats Yoga  

Yusra, Riaan and Tanisha for always being kind and considerate to others 



  

 

Photos from our week 



Reception Weekly News          Friday 13th January 2023  

What have we been up to this week? 
This week, we have had a fantastic time exploring the book Goldilocks and the three bears further. We have 

been ordering the bears, painting the story and making yummy porridge. All the children had a chance to make 

the porridge and to eat it. It went down a treat! 

Our Maths focus this week has been time. We have explored what a minute Is and how many seconds are in a 

minute. To test this out we have been trying lots of activities like threading beads, writing words and an obstacle 

course to see what they can do within the one minute time. 

The children have made excellent progress with their writing, since returning from Christmas, and have been 

looking at the sound ch, sh, th and ng this week.  They have done an excellent job adapting to the new Monster 

Phonics reading scheme and have already made lots of progress with their fluency. The children have really     

enjoyed reading in a group and for many children it has given them the confidence boost they needed! 

  

 

Merits 
 

Oak Class 

Sofia for always trying really hard with her writing and making great improvements with 
her letter formation. 

Shaharyar for being a kind friend and always trying to help his peers. 

Rawdah for being a fantastic role model and always showing excellent behaviour.  

Riiaan for making excellent social progress and impressing all the adults with his                       
communication.  

 

Birch Class                                                                                                                                                        
David for using his phonic knowledge to write cvc words.       

Naksatra for becoming more confident when reading and writing.   

Yousuf for beginning to link some sounds to letters. 

 

Elm Class 

Dilpreet for reading and following the instructions when making porridge. 

Isabella for super P.E and using a safe space when moving round the hall. 

Aaira for excellent focus and effort when blending to read. 

Gurveer for describing how chocolate and ice change when heated. 



  

 

Please bring your child to school with their book bag every day.                                                             

Your child also needs to arrive with a                                                                                       

named water bottle, named coat and waterproof black school shoes every day please. 

Photos from our week 



Year 1 Weekly News           Friday 13th January 2023 

What have we been up to this week? 

In Maths this week we have been learning to add larger numbers using our knowledge of 

number bonds, so 4+3 is equal to 7 and 4+13 must equal 17.  

This week we have written newspaper reports about the Lonely Beast, remembering all the 

descriptive language we learned last week. In Computing we had our final lesson using art 

software to create pictures.  

  

 

Merits 

Beech Class 

Aditya for an excellent drawing and labelling the features of a plant. Well done! 

Tillie for her excellent blending this week. Keep it up! 

Aarav and Ayaan for writing a brilliant newspaper article. Keep it up! 

Samvir for fantastic listening in class and completing all his work. Well done! 

Mahira for her excellent describing words for the lonely beast.  

Maple Class 

Victor—for persevering and having a good attitude to learning all day. 

Malika—from Mrs Porebska for her super phonics work. 

Samiha—for her effort practicing blending to read words and also working well at the maths table. 

Alisha—for writing a whole page of additional calculations at the maths table. 

Laira—for completing extra maths work using her knowledge of number bonds to add bigger numbers. 

Isra—for her effort and enthusiasm across all subjects. 

Willow Class 

Tanishka-For trying her best in maths. 

Aaradhya-for recognising parts of a plant.  

Oliver-for independently labelling parts of a plant and their function. 

Aqeela-for doing very well in her reading and helping around the class. 

M.Azan-for independently writing a newspaper on The Lonely Beast. 

Antoni-for his effort in using Paint to draw a flower in computing. 

Ebony Class  

Sara A  and Miya—for their beautiful and creative lowers using digital media—so impressive! 

Sarah C—for showing good listening and sitting in class—well done! 

Alice—for her excellent Math's contribution discussing number bonds to 20—good job! 

Eesa—for sharing his wonderful ideas during guided reading sessions—excellent job!  



  

 

 

Class Dojo 

Beech — 983   Maple – 1010  Ebony -  998         

Willow– 1013 

Photos from our week 



Year 2 Weekly News      Friday 13th January 2023 

What have we been up to this week? 

Please remember to bring your book bag in every day. Your child’s spelling test day will be on their 
original book bag day. Tasks need to be completed and will be set each Monday. This week the     

children have been solving problems in Maths, using their 2, 5, 10 times tables. In PE this week we 
have been working on team building , taking turns and working together. In Topic we have been 
learning about hot and cold countries we created a hot and cold silhouette. In ICT we have been   

programming robots using commands such as; forward, backwards, left and right.  

  

 

Merits 
Aspen class 

Shreyhas and Rakeem -for super, detailed reading tasks.  

Theo and Andrea -for partitioning numbers into different combinations this week.  

Aydin- for working hard in all subjects this week.  

Rasagnya- for explaining  why some countries are hot and others are cold.  

Katy- for collecting lots of interesting facts about pirates.   

Pine Class  

Jan—for creating a great drawing for homework, well done! 

Vernal & Ishaan—for excellent work in science when drawing and labelling a flower. 

Hawa and Zaynab—for endeavouring in maths when multiplying in 2, 5 and 10s.  

Rameen Z—for working hard in Topic when labelling the world map, well done! 

Chestnut Class  

Joshua– for his detailed descriptions of pirate lifestyles in English.  

Alan– for his kindness and consideration to others in the class. Well done! 

Meher– for her hard work in maths when adding two 2 digit numbers.  

Muhammad– for labeling the parts of a plant accurately in Science! 

Reanne– for her creative art work when creating a hot and cold landscape in Topic. 

Lionel– for being an excellent role model in in our PE lessons when passing the ball. 

Sycamore Class  

Georgia—for labelling the parts if a plant and explaining their importance.  

Zayd—for taking on extra maths challenges and really persevering! 

Zara—for confidently labelling the continents on a world map in Geography.  

Tanav—for a huge improvement in his presentation of his Art work. Well done! 

Mohamed and Talia—for answering a range of questions during our guided reading sessions and   
talking about how different characters feel. Well done! 



  

 

Class Dojo  

Aspen—  654   Pine– 645  Chestnut– 659   Sycamore— 648 

Photos from our week 



Year 3 Weekly News            Friday 13th January 2023 

What have we been up to this week? 
In Science this week we have been exploring how light is formed and the materials which reflect light. In addition 

to this, we examined a poem related to light and searched for reflective and non reflective materials, along with 

light sources.  In English, pupils explored more poetry features and figurative language such as similes and      

alliteration, and later in the week they moved on to composing their very own poem linked to hope, dreams or 

memories. In maths this week we have been discovering the relationship between multiplication and division, 

learning the key concept of inverse. Please encourage your child to learn the multiplication and division facts.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Merits 
Topaz Class 

Yasmin, Sarvani and Kunwar—For creating an information poster for their cold 
task which included features like; headings, drawings and facts. Well done. 

Adveka—For ordering dates chronologically and including important facts about 
our Topic Romans. 

Hasan—For remembering names of instruments in Spanish and learning names of 
new ones. Well done!! 

 

Turquoise Class 

Lakshaya and Angeleena—for always supporting myself and her peers to ensure 
that the class working environment is adequate for learning.  

Rahma—for exceptional work multiplying and dividing in mathematics this week, 
earning herself a GOLD CARD award. 

Devansh and Darsh—for fantastic efforts in Art with Mr. Short. 

 

Lapis Class 

Kian and Amelia for their wonderful PSHCE work this week and explaining their 
dreams and goals to the class.  

Pavneet and Jovan for trying their best in Maths this week with multiplication      
column method.  

Faatimah for explaining how the Romans invaded Britain—well done!  

Shuaab for trying his best this week with his numbers—great work!  

 

Sapphire Class 

Amelia and Arslan for working very well as a team in science in our recent science 
experiment on reflective materials. 

Samiha and Louie in  English, for their lovely acrostic poems on dreams . 

Kelly and Kabir displaying focus in our PE lessons, where they were able to       
understand and demonstrate several yoga poses.  



  

 

Class Dojos 

Lapis—  453 

Topaz— 398 

Turquoise— 519 

Sapphire— 552 

Photos from our week 



Year 4 Weekly News              Friday 13th January 2023 

What have we been up to this week? 
In English this week, the children have been busy exploring our class text ‘The Great Kapok Tree’. We’ve been exploring lots of     

punctuation this week to help our writing. Do ask the children about direct speech and the punctuation they’ll need to consider 
when using it. 

In Maths this week, we have been exploring  informal written methods for multiplication and how to multiply 2-digit numbers by       
1-digit numbers—the children have worked so hard! 

In Science this week, we have been exploring environmental changes and the children have produced superb fact files about       
endangered animals.  

In Music, we have started ukulele lessons with Mr Brown! 

  

 

Merits 
Amber Class 

Kiara, Vajraa and Klaudia—For producing wonderful fact files, filled with research, about endangered 
animals around the world. 
Elena and Wilson—For their excellent listening skills in Spanish when exploring different rooms of 
the house. 
Hargun and Nissi—For their wonderful contributions in English this week when exploring direct 
speech, whilst making links to our class book. 
Caleb—For superb work with Miss Nehmet when exploring items in Little Red Riding Hood’s basket. 

 

Amethyst Class 

Yash and Nyay for their great presentation skills in topic when giving weather reports. 

Lezara for her engagement in lessons this week and answering more questions in class. 

Yuvan and Munria for their consistent hard work in booster class. 

 

Obsidian Class 

Santoshini and Sanjana—For working incredibly hard to identify and research the Great white shark 
as an Endangered species.  
Parnika—For her enthusiasm in exploring environmental changes and understanding their impacts.  
Victor— For his hard work in exploring a range of informal written methods to multiply.  
Sozyar—For her positive attitude towards her learning and pushing herself to complete work          
independently.  
Patric—For an excellent improvement in his efforts to complete his reading task this week!  
Ayla—For her fantastic effort and incredible attitude to learning through her time at Wellington, we 
wish you the best!  

Moonstone Class  

Rudra—For his fantastic understanding of the impact environmental changes has on living things. 

Sophie & Yahya—For their well-controlled rotation jumps in our gymnastic PE lesson.  

Nishma & Hadi—For their understanding of applying speech marks to direct speech.  

Zayd—For his hard work and determination to challenge himself in Maths.  

 



 

 

 

Photos from our week 

Class Dojos 

Obsidian— 210 

Amber— 533 

Amethyst— 620 

Moonstone— 721 



Year 5 Weekly News      Friday 13th January 2023 
  

 

Merits 

Diamond Class 
Eduard for persevering this week to solve multiplication word problems. 
Hodan for demonstrating a very good understanding of multiplying four by two-digit numbers. 
Ishita for showing a very good understanding of the Amrit ceremony in Sikhism. 
Leonardo for demonstrating a very good understanding of and applying paragraph cohesion. 
Liyana for her excellent understanding of analysing and empathising with a character. 
Pavandeep for his excellent answers to his reading questions, using PEE and including evidence 
where needed to support his thoughts. 
 
Emerald Class 
Kiaan- For his fantastic conclusion in which he used scientific vocabulary to discuss properties. 
Ramnihal and Jasleen- For his fantastic conclusion in which he used scientific vocabulary to   
discuss properties. 
Aarna, Mabel and Deeya- For demonstrating great problem solving skills involving                 
multiplication.  
 
Jade Class 
Zainab and Ameena for working hard in PE to create a dance and performing it, showing     
quality and control. 
Leila and Tyreek for analysing and empathising with a character through ‘role on the wall’. 
Mavreet and Zunaira for their effort in Maths to solve problems with multiplication. 
 
Pearl Class 
Inaya for reflecting and identifying areas of improvements in her reading tasks to help her up 
level her work. 
Mundhum and Aarush for demonstrating great understanding in Maths when multiplying 4 
digits by 2 digits. 
Merryn for her great contributions to discussions in Science when discussing properties of 
different materials. 
Akira and Nimansh for their creative and informative projects about Africa. 
 

This week in year 5, we have explored Bertie, a main character from the Butterfly Lion and through drama 

and oracy based lessons we have created a sense of empathy. The children discussed how he must have felt 

at different points in his experiences, using the book to support them. In maths this week we have           

continued to work on multiplication, we have then started to look at short division.  

In science this week the children explored different properties of a range of materials through an              

experiment.  



  

 

Class Dojos 

DIAMOND: 789        EMERALD: 801       JADE: 618     PEARL: 931 

Photos from our week 



Year 6 Weekly News      Friday 13th January 2023 

What have we been up to this week? 
In English we focused on our Cold Task feedback and used this to plan our Hot Task version. One issue was the 
lack of multi-clause sentences. The children then worked on different ways to extend a sentence with different 
clauses and how the conjunctions and punctuation could be used. They then went on to write their Hot Tasks of 
a diary - in role as a main character from the class reader. 
 
In science, the children have continued with their new unit on LIGHT. They used their knowledge from last week 
(that light travels in straight lines) to understand and explain how shadows are formed (by light being blocked by 
an opaque object). We then went on to consider how to make shadows bigger and smaller without altering their 
shape. Finally, we answered the question regarding shadow puppets. The puppets have a solid appearance as a 
silhouette. There are no features. If you draw detail on the puppet, it will not show on the shadow. Why? 
How could we add detail, e.g., a face onto the man's shadow? We worked out that the only way is to cut holes in 
the puppet to let the light pass through. We then problem solved how we could add colour to the shadow. We 
solved it by using coloured cellophane - which was translucent. The children then had a go at making their own 
shadow puppets - giving them detail and colour. 
 

In Topic, the children had to use an atlas to locate physical features of North and South America and develop a 

key. They also had to label the main seas and oceans. 

 

In ART, the children created their own collage of a ‘changing season’ scene. 

 

  

 

Merits 

 
Ruby Class 

Dheer & Alina: For their super Topic projects about the Amazing Americas. They researched and    
selected interesting facts to create an information text. 

Sara: For her excellent sentence construction in English. 

Yusuf: For showing increased accuracy in his comprehension in his independent reading tasks. 

 

Opal Class 

Kris, Ali and Ved: For their super Topic projects about the Amazing Americas. They researched and 

selected interesting facts to create an information text. 

Shrihaas: For his great effort to improve his accuracy and detail in his reading comprehension and 

writing. 

 



  

 

HOMEWORK this week is on Doodle for Maths and English. 
Don’t forget, there is also the weekly spelling list. 
Homework was allocated to the children yesterday (Thursday 12th) and will need to be completed by Monday 
16th. The spellings for the next test will be given today and the test will be on Friday 20th January. 

Photos from our week 

Class Dojos 

OPAL   397             RUBY 425 


